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2005-1 Card A 

Shopping at Stations 

Nowadays, many large train stations in Japan have bakeries, bookstores, and 
other stores inside them. These stores are often small, but people can use them to 
do their daily shopping. As a result, people find stores at stations very convenient. 
Shopping at such stores will probably become more popular in the future. 

 
No.1  According to the passage, why are some volunteer patrols now getting a lot of attention? 

Because they can use them to do their daily shopping. 
 
No.2 Now, please look at the people in Picture A. They are doing different things. Tell me as 

much as you can about what they are doing. 
A girl is walking a [her] dog./A man is taking off [putting on] his jacket./A boy is parking 
his bicycle./A boy is eating (some) ice cream./A woman is opening [closing] an umbrella. 

 
No.3 Now, look at the girl in Picture B. Please, describe the situation. 

She can’t get on the train because it’s very crowded. 
 
Now, Mr./Ms. ______________, please turn over the card and put it down. 
 
No.4 Do you think traveling by train is better than traveling by car? 

Yes.  Why? 
Trains arrive at stations on time. Also trains are usually faster than cars. 
No.  Why not? 
Cars are more convenient when we have a lot of baggage. we don’t have to walk to train 
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stations. 
 
No.5 Many Japanese people are interested in living abroad. Would you like to live in a foreign 

country? 
Yes.  Why? 
I have wanted to live in America for a long time. I want to study English there. 
No.  Why not? 
I hear that foreign countries are getting more dangerous these days. My parents will not 
allow me to live alone in a dangerous place. 


